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Technical Information System is modular software for planning, ma-

naging and recording maintenance of company machines, equipment, 

rolling stock, components, technologies and systems (known as 

CMMS/EAM software).

TechIS will make planning maintenance much easier, record revision 

activities and defects, monitor deadlines and reduce costs for the opera-

tion of your technologies.

TechIS is used by employees responsible for the operation or servicing 

of technical equipment - for technology records, maintenance planning, 

“clicker” etc., as well as by management representatives as a tool for 

human resources management - planning maintenance and technology 

repairs, recording shifts and other related activities.

What is TechIS?
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< REGISTER - system helps you record corporate assets, 

equipment and technology, contacts, suppliers, spare parts 

and other important information.

< USER EXPERIENCE - simple and friendly user interface allows 

rapid learning curve when working with the system.

< MAINTENANCE PLANS OVERVIEW - one have constant 

overview over planned activities and over all past events. 

Events are scheduled directly in calendar or directly for 

specific asset.

< FAULT AND DOWNTIME ABATEMENT - thanks to regular 

maintenance and failure prediction, the system helps you 

minimize the amount of unplanned production downtimes.

< INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION - the system controls the 

inventory in order to keep spare part expenses at minimum.

< IMPROTANT DOCUMENT ALWAYS AVAILABLE - one will have 

maintenance records, manuals, operating procedures, 

maintenance records, and other document at hand at any 

time.

< SCHEDULE MONITORING - the system keeps eye on the 

deadlines and all scheduled events and reminds you all 

upcoming events.

< ANALYSIS & REPORTING - identify issues or keep eye over 

expenses, equipment failures or the productivity of individual 

employees.

< INTEGRATION WITH ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS - TechIS can 

integrate with various systems - such as attendance or pro-

duction systems.

< CUSTOMIZATIONS - as authors, we can customize the system 

according customers' specific needs.

< TECHNICAL SUPPORT - we offer to our products premium 

certified services with up to 24/7 availability.

< SUSTAINABILITY - as the established developer of IT systems 

we can ensure that the system will grow with you.

TechIS is a user-friendly software solution developed on the Microsoft .NET platform using modern components that fulfil the 

requirements for ergonomics, quality and safety. It provides users with a standardized interface familiar in standard office applications in 

a Microsoft Windows environment.
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